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Ensure application compatibility
with Windows 10
HP Configuration and Deployment:
Windows Application Transformation Service for Windows 10
Keep your organisation running smoothly by identifying and addressing
compatibility issues before migrating applications to Windows 10.

Hit the ground running

Benefits you’ll receive as part of
this service include:
• Reduced disruption when moving
to Windows 10 from eliminating the
need to rewrite Windows applications
• Risk mitigation from addressing
any compatibility issues before the
start of the migration process

Windows 10 offers organisations a host of
new features and capabilities. But if your
business relies on Windows® applications
to fulfill key business functions, upgrading
to a new operating system can be filled
with as much risk as opportunity. If not
identified early, application compatibility
issues can cause serious disruptions within
your business—and derail even the best-laid
upgrade plans.
That’s why HP has developed its Windows
Application Transformation Service for
Windows 10. This service supports your
organisation by collecting information about
the full list of Windows applications in use,
determining if they will run successfully
with Windows 10, and then addressing
the design and implementation of any
adjustments needed for applications that fail.
By identifying potential problem applications
before the start of your migration, HP
can help you mitigate risks and reduce
disruptions.

Clear communication and
schedule
Before and during the process, HP will
work with you to plan all the necessary
activities, including the identification of any
prerequisites for the service, and define a
delivery schedule for the service that best
meets your needs.

Efficient auditing of key
applications
After initial planning, we will deploy tools for
discovering installed Windows applications
and their primary users within your
organisation. We collect information about
the full list of Windows applications in use,
and determine if they will run successfully
with Windows 10.
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Thorough testing
HP will carry out essential testing to determine which applications will need remediation for
Windows 10 compatibility.

Service feature highlights

Application transformation

Features provided under this HP service
include:

After identifying applications with issues, we will design the required browser configurations
and related configuration files to ensure compatibility. Then HP will carry out your agreed
upon test plan. Successful completion of the relevant tests will be shared with you prior to
planning the service rollout.

• Service planning
• Windows application auditing
• Windows application testing
• Windows application remediation

Choose to order the Windows Application Transformation
Service for Windows 10 as either a service product or a service
contract.
Learn more at
hp.com/go/configureanddeploy

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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